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Draining of Boulevard Lake allows researchers a closer look at a circle formation of rocks uncovered at the site /3

Paddlers raising money for  those hit
hard by global pandemic /5

CANOEING FOR COVID

CANADA DAY ON MOUNT MCKAY: Fort William First Nation provided the July 1 fireworks show, after the city cancelled its planned display because of COVID-19. 
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WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Chance of shower
Probability of Precipitation: 40%

HIGH 24  LOW 17

Cloudy with 
sunny breaks

Probability of Precipitation:  30%
HIGH  28 LOW 17

Mainly sunny
Probability of Precipitation: 20%

HIGH 27  LOW 17

Mainly sunny
Probability of Precipitation: 20%

HIGH 25   LOW 15

SUNDAY

Mainly sunny
Probability of Precipitation:  20%

HIGH 26  LOW 16

MONDAY

Mainly sunny
Probability of Precipitation:  20%

HIGH 28  LOW 16

Weather Forecast

Shawn’s Nofrills ~ 7660003
1020 Dawson Rd. Thunder Bay  

Darcy’s Nofrills ~ 6260003
425 N. Edward St. Thunder Bay

Prices effective from Friday, July 10 to Thursday, July 16, 2020

AVOCADO
Product of Mexico

/LB

8.75/KG

397

PKG OF 6

297

BONELESS SKINLESS
CHICKEN BREAST
Fresh

PORK BACK RIBS
Selected varieties, fully cooked

680 G

FARMER’S MARKET
MINI CUCUMBERS
Product of Western Provinces

Canada No. 1 Grade

697

167

PKG OF 6

397

BREYERS CREAMERY STYLE
ICE CREAM, NON DAIRY OR
FROZEN DESSERT
Selected varieties, 1.66 L

397

ARMSTRONG or

PC® SHREDDED
CHEESE 320 G

ARMSTRONG
CHEESE BARS
400/450 G

Selected varieties

THUNDER BAY
By Gary Rinne – TB Source

The rehabilitation of the Boulevard Lake Dam is giv

ing researchers investigating a 30metrewide stone

circle on the lake bottom a unique opportunity.

The ring of rocks has been the subject of speculation

for many years, with theories about its origin ranging

from a prank to a fish trap to a ceremonial Indigenous

gathering place. 

Now that the rocks have been exposed by the draining

of the lake, Lakehead University's anthropology depart

ment is working with the faculty of natural resources

management to gather data and more closely

examine the phenomenon.

The study team is consulting closely with

Fort William First Nation, as anthropology

professor Scott Hamilton suspects it is a sacred

space prepared by the people who lived here

well before the arrival of Europeans.

Hamilton previously investigated the site a

few years ago when the lake was last drained.

“I didn't really want to mess around anymore

until I had the interest and support of the

nearest First Nation,” he said in an interview

Monday. “Fort William First Nation has

expressed interest in collaborating with the

university to explore it further.”

No one is sure how long ago the rocks were laid down,

but Hamilton says there are some clues.

Although it almost certainly predates the construction

of the dam and the flooding of Boulevard Lake in the

early part of the 20th century, he said “It's not really

ancient because we can see pieces of wood protruding

out from underneath the rocks. So it's a few hundreds of

years old rather than a few thousands of years old.”

The ring of stones is located on what was previously a

dry terrace overlooking the river.

“It's clearly made by human hands but there's a lot of

rocks. A lot of sweat equity went into moving those

rocks because some are quite big,” Hamilton said. 

He added there is a range of compelling social reasons

why people would go to all that work, one of which is to

establish some kind of sacred space.

Since the site overlooks a major set of rapids, Hamilton

speculates that it was likely a good site for fishing.

“If it's a good fishery, that's going to attract lots of

people every spring, and perhaps every fall. When you

get gatherings of people, there's all kinds of social and

ceremonial activities. That's a good working hypoth

esis,” he said.

Radiocarbon dating of the pieces of wood

beneath the rocks could eventually pinpoint the

era in which the ring was built.

The team also hopes to test the soil around the

terrace to get a sense of what the vegetation was

like before the area was flooded by Boulevard

Lake.

For now, it has plenty of data to analyze, after

a few days spent at the site on the weekend with

specialized scanning equipment and a drone to

map and measure it. 

The equipment is more advanced than the

gear that was used in the earlier study.

Hamilton plans to return later this year with a

colleague who specializes in paleoecology.

In the meantime, he's asking members of the public not

to disturb the site.

“We have seen that there's people mucking around,

moving rocks, plucking rocks out and turning them

over...This is always a problem with heritage sites.

People being interested will often destroy the thing

they're interested in. Yeah, be interested, but respect the

place,” Hamilton said.

“It’s clearly
made by
human

hands, but
there’s a lot
of rocks.”

SCOTT

HAMILTON

Draining lake reveals
possible sacred place

UNCOVERED: Researchers have long known about a mysterious rock circle which normally sits underneath Boulevard Lake. 
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BUY YOUR THUNDER BAY SOURCE CLASSIFIED AD ONLINE @

w w w . t b n e w s w a t c h . c o m
…now, when you buy your classified ads with 

Thunder Bay  Source, your ad will appear every day on
tbnewswatch.com,  and every Friday in Thunder Bay Source.

THUNDER BAY
By Leith Dunick – TB Source

The COVID19 pandemic has slowed

plans to reinvent the Pool 6 property

as a transportation museum, but it hasn’t

stopped them in their tracks. 

On Friday the latest addition arrived,

the rustcoated, weather weary tugboat

Dryden 3, which was maneuvered into

place toward the western end of the pier

by crane, the start of a restoration project

aimed at restoring the tug to its former

glory. 

Charlie Brown, president of the

Lakehead Transportation Museum

Society said the Russell tug is a unique

addition to the Thunder Bay waterfront. 

“It’s quite indicative as one of the exact

kind of tugs that were working in the

harbour here, pulling around log booms

and moving logs around when the

lumber industry was really pushing

things out into the lake,” Brown said. 

The boat in question was donated by

Garden Lake Timber and installed with

the help of Tower Light, which nestled

the tug into place on its dirtraised perch. 

“As you can see, it’s a little bit of rough

shape right now, but she’s actually in

pretty good overall shape, so we’re going

to paint it up, put some windows in it and

she’ll be a static display, part of our

marine history as well.” 

It’s the first of what Brown hopes to be

several additions to this particular section

of the land adjacent to the pier, which is

also home to the city’s cruise ship dock. 

“We’re still talking to the city about

bringing the Brill trolley buses in. We’re

looking at pouring some pads and hope

fully we can get that done this year ...

Then we’ll be developing this area. We’d

like to build a little stand in behind us

here and we can do movie nights and all

kinds of different things.” 

They’re also in preliminary discussions

with the city about moving the 115year

old James Whalen Tug and a Via Rail car

currently housed at the Kaministiquia

River Heritage Park. 

The future museum’s centrepiece

attraction, the former Canadian Coast

Guard icebreaker Alexander Henry, is

also open for business, about a month

later than hoped for, Brown said. 

Tourists will be able to enjoy an

exterior tour for now, on Tuesdays and

Fridays, which they hope to expand to

include the interior of the Thunder Bay

built vessel if and when Phase 3 of

Ontario’s reopening plan begins. 

“If we get a lot of response from the

public, then we’ll certainly open up more

days. As Stage 3 comes open, I’m

thinking in maybe a week or so, we can

get the entire ship open and we can start

giving full tours,” Brown said. 

“We’re doing the distancing, so six

feet. Masks are going to be mandatory. If

you don’t have one, you can purchase

one here at the gate. We have the spray

for your hands too.”

Brown said the ship opened for

tourists, which will be mostly locals this

summer, on Canada Day. He noted it will

be cash only this summer, as they don’t

have credit or debit capability. 

Tug find waterfront home

WORK NEEDED: The Dryden 3 will be restored and featured as part of the museum. 
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Recycling saves energy Recycling
uses less space in landfills
Recycling saves trees Recycling helps
climate change Recycling reduces
pollution
Recycling creates jobs.

BREAK FREE FROM DEBT TODAY

We listen, we care and we can help.

Jayson Stoppel, CPA,CA 

Licensed insolvency trustee

1095 Barton Street

8076254424

WEBSITE: debtsolutions-thunderbay.ca

NIPIGON
By Ian Kaufman – TB Source

Travelling through the isolated wilderness

of Wabakimi Provincial Park, it’s possible

to forget about the COVID19 pandemic

causing disruption around the globe. But not

for the six young men behind Canoe4Covid,

who focused their epic 60day journey from

Armstrong, Ont. to Ottawa on the crisis.

The team had raised nearly $50,000 for

COVID19 support efforts when they left

Nipigon Monday morning after a dayanda

half of rest, closing in on their initial

fundraising goal only a sixth of the

way through their trip.

The group of 18yearolds (and

one almost18yearold), who hail

from Toronto, share a passion for

the outdoors and canoe tripping.

They met as councillors leading

trips at a camp in Algonquin Park

last summer.

Unsure

When the pandemic first began

registering as a serious crisis earlier this year,

team member Georges Kirijian was in denial,

texting daily with friends about whether the

camp might still be able to operate.

“We were trying to block the idea (that it

could be cancelled) out, convincing ourselves

it was going to happen – because this is like

our safety net,” he said.

When hope turned to disappointment, the

group started dreaming big, conceiving of the

idea of a massive canoe trip from Wabikimi

down to Ottawa that would help raise money

for those impacted by the pandemic.

They initially thought their $60,000

fundraising goal was ambitious, if not unreal

istic. All six were taken aback at the success

of their campaign, which took them by

surprise after days without cell or internet

service.

“About three days ago, we got service for

the first time,” recounted Kirijian. “Right

when we saw the bar, we were all making

bets about what the number was going to be

at – none of us were even close.

“When I first came up with the

idea of $60,000, I thought it was a

ridiculous number, and we’re close

to it. I don’t know what’s going to

happen after this.”

The money will go to Food Banks

Canada’s COVID19 response

fund, with half dedicated to

supporting Indigenous communi

ties.

The dramatic scenery of the

region had made a strong impression on the

team, with Wabakimi, Kapka River, and Lake

Nipigon – where they travelled 80 kilometres

in a day, including a 12kilometre open water

crossing – some of the highlights.

Encounters with other people, while rare,

had also brightened the trip – Bruce Hyer of

Wabakimi Outfitters met the team on a float

plane to drop off some fruit, while a handful

of Nipigon residents awaited them on their

arrival.

While they’ve found time to enjoy the

scenery, the idea of the trip is to push them

selves to their physical limit, they said – part

of what has drawn attention to the fundraising

initiative.

“The route we’re doing is so intense that

people in the canoe tripping community see

that and are impressed,” said Cailan

MauruttoRobinson. “We’re really pushing

ourselves.”

Not too tough

While grueling, that has an appeal of its

own, he said.

“It’s an adjustment to be hauling so hard

every day, doing an average of 40 kilometre

days. But eventually, you just get in this

rhythm that cannot be stopped. You wake up

in the morning, the tents are packed, the next

thing you know you’re on the water,

paddling.”

From Nipigon, the crew will spend seven

days paddling Lake Superior to the

Michipicoten River, spending time on the

Spanish and French Rivers and Georgian

Bay, before taking the Ottawa River to their

destination in the nation’s capital.

Their progress can be tracked on their

website, where donations can also be made,

or through their Instagram account. 

The crew is also filming a documentary of

the trip that will be made available after its

completion.

Epic canoe trip underway

“We’re really
pushing

ourselves.”
CAILAN

MAURUTTO-
ROBINSON

Canoe4Covid has raised nearly $50,000 to to help those impacted by virus

VIRUS VACATION: The Canoe4Covid team arrived in Nipigon last weekend, and plan to paddle from Armstrong, Ont. to Ottawa for coronavirus relief. 
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Masks are
necessary
The question of whether to wear a mask

while in public, indoor spaces is upon

us. 

The answer should be yes. 

Toronto and Ottawa this week enacted

facemask laws, requiring most people to

wear masks in all indoor, public settings. 

While those two communities,

Ontario’s largest, have not fared as well as

Thunder Bay and the rest of Northwestern

Ontario when it comes to corraling

COVID19, lawmakers in both cities

have decided to listen to the experts. 

Wearing a mask isn’t comfortable. It

isn’t sexy and it isn’t something we’re

used to doing in North America. 

But for now, it’s the right thing to do and

similar legislation would be welcome

from the City of Thunder Bay – some

thing the mayor plans to bring to council

on July 20.  

Wearing a mask will help you prevent

spreading of COVID19. More busi

nesses are open and, combined with the

warm weather, more people are starting

to gather. It’s easy to forget social

distancing requirements. 

Requiring the public to wear masks isn’t

leading us down the slippery slope to

dictatorship, as some conspiracy theorists

would like you to believe. 

It’s shortterm pain for longterm gain.

The more we keep the virus at bay, the

quicker we can return to more normal

times. Ignore it at all of our peril. 

Public better option
To the editor:

Why does Premier Doug Ford do

what he does?

Recent letters to the editor attracted

my interest and I decided to add my

voice to the chorus after reading the

horror stories about private longterm

care companies. 

In my former working days as an

auditor, I was trained to connect the

dots in order to obtain a complete

picture, but when it comes to Bill 175

and Doug Ford, some of the dots are

missing. 

Ford should be aware that most

people would prefer to reside in a

public longterm care home rather

than a private home and he probably

has enough street smarts to know that

it would be better politically to push

for public home care. 

Yet he seems determined to push for

private care, so it would seem that

some of the missing dots deal with

what’s in it for his government?

It was reported that Ontario has

about 750,000 people requiring long

term care, which creates a major cost

outlay for the province. The amount

of millions in government funding

required has attracted private compa

nies who have more of an eye for

profit, rather than for patient care. 

With private companies skimming

off a major portion of available funds

for executive salaries, dividends and

directors’ fees, there is less money

available for residents and frontline

staff. 

Although my wife and I were born

in the 1930s, we are lucky to still be

able to live independently in our

condo without needing caregivers.

But we are aware this could change in

the near future. Doug Ford and Bill

175 give us some concern. 

We are hoping that enough public

outcry can be generated to have Bill

175 shelved. 

Peter Strawson, 

Thunder Bay
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There are two very good analyses of

Indigenous history which also

point to the future. The Red Indians
(2008) by Peter Kulchyski is ‘An

Episodic, Informal Collection of

Tales from the History of Aboriginal

People's Struggles in Canada.’ 

The title, Red Indians, is a word

play on the colonial practice of

labelling and distin

guishing different

‘Indians’. 

Here it refers to

Indigenous people

who are on the polit

ical left – those who

struggle against

capitalism as well as

colonialism. Kulchyski gives us

episodes from the history of the

contact between Indigenous people

and colonizers, through the treaty

processes and early political organ

izing, up to more recent policies of

assimilation and the struggles of

today.

‘This book is called The Red

Indians, a title that may upset or even

offend some people. For me the Red

Indians are aboriginal leaders who

were “reds”, that is, on the left of the

political spectrum. The Red Indians,

leaders like Fred Loft or Malcolm

Norris, were those who, in fighting

for aboriginal rights, saw an affinity

or similarity with the struggle against

capitalism. They were way ahead of

their time in recognizing that the

values of socialists and the traditional

values of aboriginal peoples had

much in common.’

This book provides an introductory

historical overview and an astute,

nuanced analysis of

C a n a d i a n

Indigenous politics.

Kulchyski shows

that there has been a

‘turn to the polit

ical’ in the last 100

years of Indigenous

Canadian history,

that treaties are not a side issue but

rather at the very heart of Canada’s

constitutional fabric, and that the

history of Indigenous Peoples in

Canada is the history of Canada itself

– and the future.  

This theme is also pursued by Nick

Estes in Our History Is the Future:
Standing Rock Versus the Dakota
Access Pipeline, and the Long
Tradition of Indigenous Resistance
(2019). 

In 2016, a small protest encamp

ment at the Standing Rock

Reservation in North Dakota, initially

established to block construction of

the Dakota Access oil pipeline, grew

to be the largest Indigenous protest

movement in the 21st century. 

Water Protectors knew this battle for

native sovereignty had already been

fought many times before, and that,

even after the encampment was gone,

their anticolonial struggle would

continue. 

In Our History Is the Future, Nick

Estes traces traditions of Indigenous

resistance that led to the #NoDAPL

movement. Our History Is the Future
is at once a work of history, a mani

festo, and an intergenerational story

of resistance.

Estes points out another source of

Red Indian inspiration:  ‘A radical

vision put forward by communist

revolutionary V.I. Lenin argued for

the right of colonized nations to

secede and declare independence

from their colonial masters. 

This view was echoed by the Third

World decolonization movement, as

part of a global socialist and commu

nist revolution, and it has frequently

been applied in the Asian, African and

South American contexts. 

But this view remained almost

entirely absent in North America,

except among radical Indigenous,

Black, Asian, Caribbean and Chicano

national liberation movements.’

Indigenous exploration

JOHN 
PATEMAN
BOOK BANTER
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I T  PAYS TO PLAY: Thunder Bay’s Morris Wapoose won more than $100,000 in the May 30
Lotto 6/49 draw, matching six numbers in the Encore portion of the twice-weekly lottery. 
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Perspective

VOICE YOUR OPINION ABOUT

THINGS THAT MATTER MOST. 

VISIT www.tbnewswatch.com
TO SHARE YOUR IDEAS AND VIEWS ABOUT

OUR WEEKLY POLL QUESTION.

your

Is Thunder Bay and Northwestern
Ontario ready for Phase 3 of Ontario's

reopening strategy? YES NO
48.74% 43.72%

NO OPINION
7.53%

TOTAL VOTES:   1,354

VOICE
THIS WEEK’S POLL QUESTION:

OPINION
By J.R. Shermack
Special to TB Source

For the record, not many people

can claim to be the best in the

world.

Each of us has unique talents and

skills and some individuals have

earned a reputation for their expertise

and abilities in certain areas.

Among any group of family and

friends you can identify exceptional

cooks, dedicated athletes, green

thumb gardeners and other high

achievers.

However, regardless of outstanding

personal accomplishments it is very

rare to attain the title of world record

holder for any field of endeavour.

Only a select few can claim a spot

in the unofficial worldwide log of

exceptional achievement, The
Guinness Book of World Records.

Strange achievements

Of course while many human

accomplishments are quite remark

able and noteworthy, some world

records are questionable if not down

right bizarre.

It is difficult to see the global

significance of clipping the most

clothes pins to your face (51) or

balancing the most dice on your cat’s

paw (10).

Some stunts are deadly dangerous

like holding the most rattlesnakes in

your mouth for ten seconds (13) or

running the fastest 100 meter sprint

while on fire (24.58 sec.).

It must be nervewracking to catch

spears from an underwater spear gun

or run the 100 meter hurdles wearing

swim fins or wear a cloak of 137

pounds of bees.

Nevertheless, it is hard to imagine

anyone matching the achievements

of Ashrita Furman from Brooklyn,

New York who holds the record for

setting the most records.

He has fulfilled his lifelong mission

by setting over 600 world records

and he currently still holds claim to

over 200.

He is now a spry man in his sixties

but as a young boy in the 1960s

Furman was fascinated by the

Guinness Book of World Records. 
He set his first Guinness world

record in 1979 doing

27,000 jumping jacks in

six hours and 45 minutes.

He continued his

recordsetting for dec

ades, most recently in

2018 by successfully

slicing 26 watermelons

on his own stomach.

He wasn’t injured even

though he used a

machete to hack the

melons in half on his

belly in just one minute.

For the record, also

included in Mr. Furman’s

journey are knife catching (54),

lawnmower chin balancing (five

minutes) and spinning the largest

hula hoop (16.5 feet).

It seems like the Guinness people

are game for anything, the more

outrageous, the better. 

If you crave recognition for a

trivial personal accomplishment

many existing world records are

begging to be broken, right in the

comfort of your own home.

First a tasty one  most marshmal

lows eaten in one minute (currently

25) using standard sized marshmal

lows eaten one at a time with no

drinks allowed.

Or, most coins stacked in a tower

in 30 seconds (51) – any coinage,

max. thickness of 3 mm, one hand

behind your back and the tower must

stand for five seconds.

Always room for JellO

The current record for the most

JellO eaten with chopsticks in one

minute is 3.2 ounces – any

flavour is allowed, but again,

you must keep one hand

behind your back.

For the athletes, most push

ups with claps in one minute

(77…ouch) – no bending at

the knees or waist and your

body must be lowered each

time.

And for the kids, fastest

blindfold assembly of Mr.

Potato Head (16.17 sec.) –

use your hands only, boys

and girls and all attached

potato parts must be anatom

ically correct.

Trivial or not, contact the good

people at Guinness to claim your 15

minutes of fame for your new world

record.

You can do it for the glory, do it

just for fun or be like Ashrita

Furman and do it for the record. 

“It’s difficult
to see the

global
significance
of  clipping
the most

clothes pins
to your
face...”

For the record
Search for fame convinces people to do strange things

Water Street 

in the 1880s

In 1889, in Port Arthur

there lived about 4,000

people (in the summer)

along with 117 horses,

140 cows and 174

dogs. School began at

9:30am and went to

4:00pm (with 90

minutes for lunch).

The ferry between

Port Arthur and 

Fort William ran 

4 times a day. 
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“2 SECOND
CHALLENGE” 

with KALE & DEE
STARTING ON

PLAY for a chance to WIN
$100 Date Night out courtesy of

My Place-Restaurant & Catering
55 Cumberland St., Thunder Bay
https://www.facebook.com/myplacetbay/

JULY 13th at 7:35 AM

SRS Windows & Doors and

1921 Bailey Avenue • 807-627-0055

This is a Rock94 radio contest. 
Prizes must be accepted as awarded.

LOOKING
TO

BUY OR 
SELL?

CHECK THE
Classifieds
ON-LINE

on
tbnewswatch

DELIVERED

FREE!
TO YOUR

DOOR
40,000 
HOMES

CALL 
TODAY
346-2600

THUNDER BAY
By Ian Kaufman – TB Source

Thunder Bay Transit is shuffling its

routes and schedule to cope with

fluctuating ridership levels during the

COVID19 pandemic. The move will

see buses arriving every 10 minutes on

one busy corridor between the city’s

north and south ends.

Highfrequency service will begin

July 19 on the 3M (Memorial) route

between city hall and the waterfront

terminal, from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m..

From Monday to Saturday, three

routes that had been interlined with

others will return to standalone routes:

the 3M, 3C (County Park), and 10

(Northwood). Bus frequencies will be

increased for the 3C as well as 3M.

On Sundays, those routes will

continue to interline, with bus

frequency increased on the 3M line.

The changes go into effect one day

before transit begins collecting fares

again for the first time since March. The

city had ordered a long pause on fare

collection as it implemented reardoor

boarding to reduce contact between

riders and drivers.

On July 20, riders will resume

boarding through front doors and be

required to exit through rear doors.

Passengers with accessibility needs can

continue to exit through the front.

More details on transit changes and

schedules are available on the city’s

website.

Transit changes
coming in July OBITUARY

By Karen Edwards – Local Journalism
Initiative Reporter

Aretired Thunder Bay judge died late

last month. 

Justice John

Wright spent nearly

30 years on the

bench before

retiring in 2015. 

Wright died on

June 30 of cancer,

according to an

emailed statement.

Wright spent two

decades as a lawyer

before becoming a

judge in 1985.

"John was appointed to what became the

Superior Court of Justice in 1985 and

served the court faithfully until his retire

ment in 2015 at the age of 75," the

statement reads. 

Ex-justice
Wright dies

JOHN WRIGHT

Fares to be reinstated,

highfrequency routes 

QUICKER INTERVALS: Several bus routes will have more buses added on July 19. 
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Today I wanted to share some advice

that I have given some of my older

clients who would like to do some

thing different for their grandchildren.

Have you ever wondered how to

create a legacy?  

Yes, I know there are those that are

ultrarich who donate millions of

dollars to hospitals and foundations

and then get a research building

named after them.  

But really, for those of us that have

worked all our lives to scratch out a

living and are now retired, how could

we possibly think of creating a legacy

to be remembered by those that we

love, when we are gone.  

Wouldn’t it be a wonderful thing to

have your grandchildren have some

thing of real value from you that they

will still have long after you have

passed away?  

Of course, you can give them your

personal mementos, photographs or

antiques – but what about real

monetary protection and the ability to

fund large future purchases like educa

tion or their own retirement?  

I’m talking about participating

whole life insurance for children.

Now before you dismiss this idea, why

not consider purchasing a policy for a

grandchild?  The premiums are much

more affordable providing permanent

insurance at children’s rates and the

policy can be paid up in most cases by

10 or 20 years.  

Participating life policies vary by

insurance provider and by province so

it is best to talk to a licensed advisor

for guidance.  The policies offer insur

ance protection with the potential to

grow money taxfree within legislative

limits inside the policy over time,

called a CSV or “cash surrender

value.”  The premium, usually always

level, is guaranteed for life at the time

you purchase the policy.  For some

plans, the participant may even be

eligible to receive dividends which

can be used to pay the premiums or be

added to the CSV balance creating

more continuous growth over time.  

Cash can be accessed to fund things

like education, used as future collat

eral to borrow against, or simply left

to grow over many years and used for

family protection.  

Bottom line, what we want when we

create a legacy is to be remembered,

valued, and thought of in a loving

way.  

When your grandchild is 50 and you

are long gone; wouldn’t it be nice for

them to tell their advisor or banker: “I

got this investment from my

grandma!”  

Good Luck and Best Wishes,
Money Lady

Written by Christine Ibbotson, Author of the best-
selling book  “How to Retire Debt Free & Wealthy”
and a new book Don’t Panic – How to Manage your
Finances and Financial Anxieties During and After
the Coronavirus”  available at all bookstores
across Canada.    If you have a money question,
please email on website:  www.askthemoneylady.ca

CHRISTINE
IBBOTSON

MONEY LADY

Creating a lasting legacy can be done by just about anyone

Some of us take fishing for granted as

we get to spend dozens of days on

the water every year chasing the wild

trout, salmon, walleye, bass and other

gamefish that swim in just about every

bit of water that surrounds Thunder Bay.  

For those between the ages of 18 and

64, a fishing licence is normally required,

and at $35 for the Outdoors Card and a

oneyear sport fishing licence, it’s a great

deal for ardent anglers.  However, the

reality is that many people will get to try

fishing far less often,

perhaps once or twice

each year, and

purchasing a licence

can be a hassle and a

barrier that might

prevent someone

from enjoying a day

of fishing.  

Luckily, we have a

few occasions each year when Canadian

residents get the opportunity to fish for

free in Ontario without buying a fishing

licence.  

These trial periods are typically Family

Fishing Weekend in February, Mother’s

Day Weekend in May, Father’s Day

Weekend in June, and right now during

the Extended Family Fishing Week

taking place until July 19.

Experiencing these licencefree periods

helps more people appreciate how lucky

we are to have the recreational fishery

we do, and serves to remind us of the

importance of keeping it healthy for

future generations. 

Hopefully, these nocost angling

opportunities will inspire many people to

rekindle their love of fishing or maybe

discover for the very first time why so

many of us are so passionate about the

sport.  

For those interested in trying licence

free fishing over the next week and a

half, it is important to obey size limits,

respect sanctuaries and follow the fishing

regulations.  

Most importantly, anglers without a

licence must follow conservation catch

limits, meaning you can keep just two

walleye while an angler with a sport

fishing licence could keep four from the

same lake.  

Other species, like

rainbow trout and

musky must all be

released.  The same

size restrictions

apply to everyone

however, and it is

always the responsi

bility of the angler to

know the restrictions and exceptions for

whatever body of water they are fishing

in.

Luckily for Thunder Bay and area resi

dents, there isn’t a need to travel very far

to find fish and you really don’t even

need a boat.  Shore fishing opportunities

can be found right within the city along

the Kaministiquia River and in

Boulevard Lake.  Also close to home are

Hazelwood Lake, Marie Louise Lake in

Sleeping Giant Provincial Park and

endless places along the shores of Lake

Superior.  

For those who currently hold a fishing

licence, this extended Family Fishing

Week is a great opportunity to spend

some time outside with your partner or

your family or even to introduce a friend

to angling for the first time.  

Extended family fishing on now

KEITH
AILEY

THE GOOD LIFE

ANGLING FOR SOME FUN: Family Fishing Week is a tradition in Ontario and is especially popular in Northwestern Ontario. 
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FROM CHIROPRACTIC TO THE HEALTH CARE AIDE, OUR SPECIAL SECTION
OFFERS AN ABUNDANCE OF IDEAS AND SERVICES.

LIVE A HEALTHY LIFE BY MAKING POSITIVE CHOICES THAT IMPROVE
YOUR PHYSICAL, MENTAL AND SPIRITUAL HEALTH. 

W
hile it’s no surprise

that being outdoors

contributes to better physical

health, a recent study shows it

can also improve mental

health.

The study combined data

from one million Danish resi

dents and found that children

who were raised surrounded

by nature and green spaces had

a 55 per cent lower incidence

of developing mental health

issues as adults.

Going for walks and

enjoying areas like parks,

sports fields or even your own

backyard has shown to provide

enjoyment for families and

contributes to happier and

healthier communities.

It’s not uncommon for these

green spaces to come under

threat from insects, weeds and

diseases, but there are tools –

like urban pesticides – to help

manage these threats and keep

outdoor spaces healthy and

enjoyable. They come in

consumer formulations diluted

for use at home as well as

commercialgrade products

designed for use by people

with specialized training, like

those at lawn care and land

scaping companies.

Pesticides are effective and

safe. Before any pesticide can

be sold here, it must be

approved by Health Canada.

Our regulatory process is strin

gent, world renowned, and

ensures all pesticides used in

Canada are safe for both

people and the environment.

News Canada

Spending time outside
contributes to better
mental and physical health

TBLife

The COVID pandemic put a good many

usual habits on hold.  Like getting a

decent haircut and beard trim.

My hair grew long.  I looked shaggy.  My

beard grew out and looked shaggy as well.

There was a time when I experimented

with a long beard.  The whiskers had

turned grey mixed with white; the brown

having disappeared. 

I had sported a beard since high school.

In 2002 I shaved the whole thing off.

Laura and the kids had been in town and

when they got home Laura shrieked when

she saw me.  She had never known me

without a beard.  She put a towel up

revealing only my eyes.  

Surprising look

“There’s Fred,” she said.  Then she lowered

the towel to reveal the rest of my face.

“There’s your brother, Sky.”  My brother had

just died earlier in 2002 at the early age of 62.

It turned out that both Sky and I sported

cruellooking mouths that my beard had a

tendency to hide.  I let the family get used to a

cleanshaven hubby/dad for several months,

but eventually grew it back.

So, I had worn a beard for almost all of my

children’s upbringing.  Until last weekend.

Last week I drove to town and decided to

see if my barber was open for business.  He is

very good and quick.  But as I drove by his

shop to my horror and disappointment, I saw

a “For Lease” sign in his shop window.

What?  What happened?   Is he OK?  He

didn’t seem old enough for retirement.

When I got home, I relayed the sad news to

Laura who offered to cut my hair.   I let her;

she did.  She did a good job too.  

But what about the beard?  “Oh, I can take

care of that.  I now have an electric beard

trimmer,” I said.  Into the bathroom I went

and began the trim.  My beard does not grow

evenly.  Stray strands stick out.  So, I keep

going over what I trimmed before.  

I kept being dissatisfied with the result and

went at it again.  Oops.  Too much so appar

ently.  What a splotchy mess, very uneven.

Sigh.  I went and showed Laura.  “Looks like

hell, doesn’t it,” I confessed.  “Yup, it does,”

she replied, “shave it all off and then you can

regrow it.”

Now Laura, ever since that incident back in

2002, said that she much prefers me with a

beard.  I trooped back into the bathroom and

trimmed off the rest of the whiskers.  

Now to shave.  It took me a minute to

remember how to do it.  

Eventually my face was whiskerless with

just two small nicks.  I retraced my steps and

showed Laura who winced, I think.

Doug came up stairs to get a drink, saw my

face, his jaw dropped, and then he laughed

uproariously.  He didn’t remember me

without a beard.  

The afternoon was hot (again!) and we

went for a swim in our pool.  When I re

entered Casa Jones, daughter Beth had

emerged from her bedroom.  I looked at her

and several shouted expletives exploded into

the room.  “Why?” she eventually got around

to asking.  So, I told her my tale of beard

trimming woe.  “You look older,” she said.

“Your beard makes you look younger.” 

Really?  I thought it would be the other

way around.  

I sought the nearest mirror for a good look.

Ah, I see what she meant.  I have turkey

wattles.  The beard hid them.  Somehow the

beard also took away from the bags under my

eyes. When I wear my glasses, they are

hidden.  Wattles and bags equal aged dad.  

Unrecognizable, almost

Saturday, I went to the dump.  Our

township dump attendant approached the

truck with furrowed brow staring at me.  “Hi

Ted,” I shouted.  His face relaxed.  

“I didn’t recognize you.  I wondered who

the heck was driving Fred Jones’ truck,” he

said.  

Of course, silly me.  Here I drive in beard

less, looking like a stranger.  “I only realized

it was you when you spoke since I know your

voice.”

After the dump trip I drove to our local

store and the woman behind the counter did

the same thing.  Furrowed brow wondering

who the heck I was.  “Hi, can I have my

weekend paper, please?” I asked.  Sudden

relaxing of facial muscles as recognition set

in.  Again, the voice done it.

But if people who know me don’t recog

nize me then perhaps, I can go around in

disguise in plain sight.  Interesting, until I’ve

grown the thing back in time for the cold

weather.  It really does protect my face.

To beard or not to beard
FRED
JONES

RURAL ROOTS

HEALTH
By Doug Diaczuk – TB Source

After going nearly two weeks with no new

COVID19 cases in the city, two positive

tests this week serves as a reminder that the

virus is still very much here and precautions

need to be taken.

“I would say that COVID is still here,” said

medical officer Dr. Janet DeMille with the

Thunder Bay District Health Unit. “It’s in

Thunder Bay and other communities. It’s just

a very low level and not transmitting well

between people.”

The two new cases, which involve a woman

in her 80s and a woman in her 60s, were made

public on Thursday and Friday respectively.

The exposure category for both cases is listed

as pending.

The previous positive case was recorded on

June 23 and the Thunder Bay District has seen

a total of 92 confirmed cases, with three cases

listed as active and one individual currently

hospitalized.

According to DeMille, the two most recent

cases are unrelated and public health staff are

working to determine how the two women

became exposed to the virus.

“I think a lot of this has to do with the fact

that there is a lot of testing being done, so we

are certainly picking up people with positive

results out there,” DeMille said.

“It is reassuring and I still think it was a very

good thing that we went over a week without

any new reports. We just happened to have

two in very close succession.”

DeMille added that she is not entirely

surprised that positive cases are being found

and as the region enters into its third week of

stage two reopening, there could be more

cases discovered as well.

“I think we’ve done really well with the

reopening,” she said. “It’s been over two

weeks that we are now in stage two, which I

think is a very good thing. It does take a

while to see if there has been an increased

spread. It could take up to two weeks and we

certainly haven’t seen that.”

However, even though the region has done

quite well in stage two of reopening,

DeMille, much like Minister of Health Patty

Hajdu, believes a slow and cautious

approach is needed before entering stage

three and allowing additional businesses and

services to reopen their doors.

“I would be uncomfortable going to stage

three because it does mean we are inter

acting more and there is the potential for

further spread of the virus,” DeMille said.

“However, I think we have done well in

stage two. We haven’t seen anything past a

couple sporadic cases. We would be at more

risk for broader spread at Stage 3.”

COVID-19 is still in the city: DeMille

IN  CHARGE: Dr. Janet DeMille is the medical
officer of health at the TB District Health Unit. 
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CITY HALL
By Leith Dunick – TB Source

Mayor Bill Mauro says he’s going to

ask city council to ask the health unit

to consider a mandatory mask order for the

City of Thunder Bay. 

The mayor made the announcement on

Tuesday, following in the footsteps of

larger centres like Toronto and Ottawa,

where mask bylaws were put in place

earlier this week. 

Mauro said the law, if approved, would

cover public spaces and public transit. 

But the city can’t do it on its own, he

added. 

“We have been advised that as a munici

pality we do not have the legal authority to

make this decision. There is uncertainty in

the community as we see other cities move

forward with municipal bylaws on this

topic,” Mauro said in a release. 

“The province has been clear to this

point, that they will not make masks

mandatory even though they and medical

professionals are recommending their use.

I am asking those same professionals to

make a determination on the appropriate

ness of this approach.”

Council previously defeated a motion to

consider the issue by a 103 count. 

Mauro was one of its proponents. 

“I supported that motion to ask the

Province for its consideration believing

that public opinion and the language from

public officials was shifting significantly

on the issue. That has proven to be the case

and I think the motion is appropriate at this

time to provide some clarity and certainty

to the public.”

Mauro to ask for
mandatory masks
Mayor to bring mask motion to council on July 20

NEEDS HELP: The city can’t enact a mask bylaw without the guidance of public health officials. 
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Given that Hamilton was originally

intended for cinema release, we

took in the much anticipated July 3rd TV

debut of the celebrated Tony award win

ning musical on Disney+, coinciding

with Independence Day celebrations in

the US. 

Does it live up to the hype? Most

assuredly. Winning 11 out of 16 Tony

nominations (most ever) and becoming

a global sensation was no fluke. 

This filmed version was shot in 2016

with the original cast in front of two

different audiences and once without,

utilizing several cameras. It’s still

impactful, even on TV. 

Founding father

Inspired by Ron Chernow’s biography

and starring as the title character, Lin

Manuel Miranda recounts the

voluminous incidents of Alexander

Hamilton’s amazing life, from humble

beginnings as an orphaned Caribbean

immigrant (relevant theme) to his

unlikely rise as one of the Founding

Fathers of the United States, his

colourful story rendered in Miranda’s

cynical, catchy, and sharply observed

lyrics, all in song.

Miranda uses hiphop to achieve a

contemporary feel, a sometimes gruff

genre that speaks to today’s troubled

mood, while also referencing rap, R&B,

soul, and traditional Broadway. The

stellar cast is comprised of racially

diverse performers. It’s a stunning

accomplishment, briskly told with

bravado, passion, and panache.  

Miranda’s lyrics sinuously link individ

uals and incidents, providing the

connective tissue for the myriad of rich

storylines: Hamilton’s impoverished

early life; his involvement with the

Revolutionary War and shaping of the

Constitution; King George’s mocking of

the upstart rebels; Hamilton’s fateful

rivalry with Aaron Burr (excellent Leslie

Odom, Jr); Hamilton’s marriage and his

attraction to his sisterinlaw; his ascen

sion through the evolving new

government; his notorious affair with a

married woman, and various accom

plishments, setbacks, and tragedies. 

Miranda’s songbook embraces a range

of emotions and themes reflective of a

combustible new country wrestling with

ambitious dreams and yearning for

elusive ideals. 

Among the many standouts is the

punchy My Shot, as Hamilton, the quin

tessential American dreamer, growls,

“I’m young, scrappy and hungry,” a

sentiment that still seems relevant to a

protestbesieged America.

Hamilton’s story affords Miranda

some entertaining thematic elements to

align his characters: intrigue, seen

through Hamilton versus Burr and other

rivals; starcrossed romance, exempli

fied by Hamilton’s wife, Eliza (Phiippa

Soo) and Angelica Schuyler, the

covetous sisterinlaw (a vibrant Renée

Alise Goldsberry); and comic relief,

courtesy of Jonathan Groff’s foppish

King George III and Daveed Diggs’

cavalier Thomas Jefferson. 

Wellstaged

Miranda unfurls his cornucopia of

characters and incidents in efficient,

comprehensible fashion.

Unobtrusive closeups accentuate

intimate, nuanced moments (replete

with Groff’s spittle) alternating with

wider angles to absorb the entire

smoothly choreographed spectacle.

Another TV advantage: captions help

capture the barrage of ratatattat lyrics.

With a one minute intermission, the

pace doesn’t let up until the darker,

somber final act, where Fate awaits

Alexander’s son Philip, and ultimately

Hamilton himself, dueling with Burr. 

The production is a bit exhaustive at

two hours, 40 minutes, but such is the

strength of the music and the perform

ances, that Hamilton emerges an

exciting, entertaining event, not to be

missed. 

Hamilton entertains on small screen
MARTY
MASCARIN

MOVIE TALK

LOVE STORY: Phillipa Soo, as Eliza Schuyler, and Lin-Manuel Miranda, as the title character, star in Disney Plus’ Hamilton. 
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Hallmark Channel movies and W

Network are once again launching

their annual Christmas in July campaign

with a month of holidaythemed films to

warm the cockles of your already sweat

ing heart.  They call it the “new summer

tradition.”  I call it “whatareyounuts?”

crazy.

While I’m sprawled on my couch,

hiding from the everrising humidex

outside with a fan blowing nearby to

offset my lack of air conditioning,

Canada’s W Network is showing couples

wrapped in sweaters and blankets

drinking cocoa in front of a roaring fire.

And I ask, “Why?”

In Canada, we have approximately

three months where people don’t

complain about the cold.  I can say this

with confidence having been accosted in

the community just to hear people’s

“goodnatured” ribbing over last night’s

weather forecast for 20 years.  (Hey, at

least they’re not throwing things at me

like Nicholas Cage in The Weather
Man.)

Unless it’s sunny and a balmy 24 C,

most people aren’t happy.  It’s either too

hot, too humid, or too cold. Yes, even in

the summer.

Of course, in the winter, it’s worse.

Regardless of what the normal tempera

ture is on a particular day, people will

complain. Loudly. It’s just in their nature.

But now, as of June 20, summer has

begun.  And it’s a hot one.  Environment

Canada has already issued heat warnings

on multiple days throughout the country

and it’s only the beginning of July.  My

nightly weather forecasts regularly

include words like humidex, sweltering,

sticky, UV Index, and sunscreen. 

Does that mean fickle TV viewers

suddenly want to see snow?  Is this an

example of always wanting what you

don’t have?  Tall people want to be short.

Petites want a few more inches.

I think most of us are fine with waiting

three or four more months before facing

falling flurries in our recreation time.  

However, that’s not really what these

movies are about.  The growing number

of holiday madeforTV films fill a

desperate need for emotional warmth,

kindness, and connection.  Usually, that

occurs during December when people

notice they’re alone while others are

celebrating together.  

But this year, COVID hit.  So instead

of waiting until December, we’ve

already experienced months of separa

tion.  We’ve been working from home

and avoiding social gatherings with

friends.  So perhaps experiencing a little

human connection – even if it’s on a tele

vision screen – isn’t a bad idea.

Of course, that could be done with the

hundreds of other nonsnowrelated

romance flicks in the Hallmark stable …

where that sweaty, halfdressed guy

shovels the hay and does his chores

before leaping onto his stallion and sorry,

where was I?

It’s nice that the W Network wants to

bring joy and love to its viewers this

summer.  But Christmas in July?

Thanks, I’ll skip any connection to

snow until I’m forced to unpack my

shovel, scraper, deicer, hats, mitts,

scarves, handwarmers, boots, and

parkas.  

The closest I want to come to ice and

snow right now is when I stick my head

in my freezer to cool off.

Christmas in July a little unnecessary

FULL  HOUSE: Candace Cameron Bure is
the queen of Christmas television movies. 
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Sports
local sports news   information   coverage 

BASKETBALL
By Leith Dunick – TB Source

It's fitting that the day before the

nation celebrates its 153rd birth

day, the Lakehead Thunderwolves

announced they're bringing home

two of Canada's own.

The men's basketball team

announced on Tuesday it has landed a

pair of standout Toronto talents who

have spent the past three seasons

playing south of the border.

Mikchael Okafor, a 6foot4 combo

guard, most recently played for the

Division 1 Manhattan Jaspars. He

also spent time at Harcum Junior

College.

Dylan Morrison, who played with

Okafor in junior college, is a 6foot6

wing who last season suited up with

the Division 1 Lamar Cardinals.

Both are key additions to a

Thunderwolves team that finished last

season ranked inside the top 10 in the

nation, only to fall short in the OUA

playoffs.

“Michael is a great kid who will

make an immediate impact on our

program with his athleticism and

ability to get to the rim and finish.

We’re excited to get on the court and

help Michael continue to improve as a

player” said LU coach Ryan

Thomson.

“Dylan brings length, athleticism

and versatility to our team. He has

great instincts on the defensive

end and is able to handle the ball,

create and finish at the rim.”

Both players are excited at the

chance to join a program on the

rise at home in Canada.

“Going from school to school, in

my basketball journey, I felt like

coming back home to play was the

best option. Playing against the

best and being the best team is

what I want. And I feel comfort

able playing at Lakehead, both

because of the coaching staff and

the players.” Okafor said.

Morrison, ranked 41st in the

nation by North Pole Hoops when

he graduated high school, still

wants to take his game to the next

level and hopes to hone his skills

at Lakehead.

“To play professionally will

always be a dream of mine, I feel

coming back home to play at

Lakehead with help from the staff

and players will help me make this

dream a reality,” Morrison said in

a release issued by the team.

Former Thunderwolves star

Yoosrie Salhia, the coach of the

Bill Brothers Prep Basketball

team, coached both Okafor and

Morrison in the past and said the

Wolves are getting an impressive

injection of talent with the two

additions.

“Michael and Dylan are two unique

athletes that bring it on both ends of

the floor. Their length, athleticism,

and skill set will prove to be great

additions to the Thunderwolves.

More importantly, Lakehead is

getting two high character young

men, with great work ethic, and a

team oriented mentality,” Salhia said.

Thunderwolves fans may have to

wait to see what Okafor and Morrison

bring to the court. The OUA has

cancelled all varsity sports until

January.

BACK HOME: Michael Okafor spent three seasons playing college basketball south of the border before returning to Canada. 
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T-Wolves repatriating
pair of NCAA players 

DeGrazia wins District Open
GOLF
By Leith Dunick – TB Source

It was going to take a low score to

beat Evan DeGrazia on June 28.

It just wasn't out there.

The 25yearold started the final

round of the AON Distritct Open

with a sixshot lead, fired a 3

under 33 on the front nine and,

despite a pair of double bogeys

down the stretch, cruised to an

eight shot win at Whitewater Golf

Club.

DeGrazia finished the day with a

1over 73, following up a spectacular 7under

65 on Saturday at Fort William Country Club.

It was his second Thunder Bay District Golf

Association title this season for the future

Mackenzie TourPGA Tour

Canada professional.

Two weeks earlier he and his

father John DeGrazia combined to

capture the Mallon's Play It Again

Sports Better Ball Tournament

with a fiveshot triumph.

“It's awesome. Any time you

come out with a victory it's good.

To go backtoback weekends, I

guess you'd say, is fun,” DeGrazia

said.

DeGrazia took a commanding

sixshot lead into Sunday to easily capture

his third District Open championship. 

EVAN DEGRAZIA



AD RATES
$999

ADDITIONAL 
INSERTIONS  1/2 PRICE*

Additional words 25¢.
*Must be run in consecutive weeks. No additions to ads. 

Does not apply to Bargain Corner ads.

BARGAIN
CORNER

15 words max. for items under $500. 
Must contain price.

ONLY
$480

Plus HST 

DEADLINE
Classified Word Ads: MONDAY @ 4:00p.m.

Display & Photo Ads: MONDAY @ Noon

Visit our office @
87 N. Hill Street, Thunder Bay, ON  P7A 5V6
or online at https:shop.dougallmedia.com

Office Hours: Mon. - Fri. 8:30a.m. - 5:00p.m.

12. APARTMENTS FOR RENT

29. FOOD
Robin’s Donuts NOW OPEN at 231 Cum-
berland St. Baked goodies, Buy 1 get 1
FREE after 1 p.m. EVERY DAY 

30. MISC. WANTED

53. GENERAL SERVICES

53. GENERAL SERVICES
#1 AFFORDABLE TREE REMOVAL,
CEDARS, SHRUBS, etc.  Dump runs.
Low rates.  Senior discounts.  Call Brian
at 622-7888.

#1 INCOME TAX LADY. Open 7 days a
week 10am-9pm. CALL LORRAINE
767-5161

#1 YARD CLEAN-UPS Grass cutting,
garbage dump runs. Have riding lawn-
mower. Phone Brian 768-9849 or
474-8870.

#1-A , Dump Runs,  Yard Work, lawn
cutting, cut and remove small trees,
hedge trimming removal, tear down old
fences, shed or repair; odd jobs. All kinds
of general services. Frank 628-5919 or
767-0995

Call Rob for Spring yard & garden clean-
up, rototilling, lawn care, pruning, weed-
ing, hedge/tree trimming, dump runs
Eaves trough cleaning/repair. Clean exte-
rior surfaces siding deck etc. Residential
and commercial window cleaning up to
4 storeys, and high interior windows. In-
sured! RJC WINDOW CLEANING &
PROPERTY MAINTENANCE 632-2161

CHRISTINA’S HOME AND GARDEN. Res-
idential & Commercial! Landscaping,
grass cutting, lawn maintenance, plant-
ing, dividing, weeding, edging, container
gardening, patio stone/interlocking stone
pathways, hedge/tree/shrub trimming
and shaping. Call 621-1505

SPRING CLEAN-UP, Lawn Cutting & Odd
Jobs, with low rates! For more info call
James 623-8829

Sunshine Lawn Maintenance, all lawn,
yard, garden work, also eaves-
trough/window cleaning, old shed re-
moval, many odd jobs, Seasonal
Specials for mow and trim, great rates for
Seniors, references, 631-6967

TREE REMOVAL SERVICES. In town or
rural,  ++experience, Man-lift, insured,
and seniors discounts! Very reasonable
rates, free estimates. Call 345-4363

57. HELP WANTED
I am looking for a knowledge personal to
graft my fruit trees please phone Bee at
346-9348.

60. HEALTH CARE
BASIC, ADVANCED AND DIABETIC
MOBILE NURSING FOOT CARE. Call
Steve 355-3595 to schedule an in-
home appointment or visit
www.stevesfootcare.com

65. HAPPY ADS

68. DEATH/FUNERALS

70. PUZZLES

69. HERE’S MY CARD

70. PUZZLES

69. HERE’S MY CARD

70. PUZZLES

PHONE 3462600 
EMAIL classifieds@dougallmedia.com

REAL ESTATE
01. City Homes
02. Rural Homes
03. Mobile Homes
04. Lots / Acreage
05. Condos For Sale
06. Cottages
07. Commercial for Sale
08. Investment Property
09. Out of Town
10. Real Estate Wanted

FOR RENT
11. Houses
12. Apartments
13. Rooms
14. Room & Board
15. Shared Accommodations
16. Cottages
17. Commercial
18. Storage/Space
19. Wanted
20. Condos
21. Miscellaneous

MERCHANDISE
22. Bargain corner
23. Misc. For Sale
24. Antiques
25. Music
26. Office Equip.
27. Machinery
28. Pets & Livestock
29. Food
30. Misc. Wanted

VEHICLES FOR SALE
31. Cars
32. Trucks
33. Vans
34. Motorcycles/ATV’s
35. Campers/Trailers
36. Motor Homes
37. Marine Equip.
38. Snowmobiles
39. Parts & Repairs

YARD SALES
40. Current River
41. Northward
42. Southward
43. Westfort
44. Rural

MISCELLANEOUS,
NOTICES, TENDERS
45. Auctions
46. Health
47. Travel
48. Financial
49. Lost & Found
50. Personal
51. Notices
52. Tenders 

BUSINESS & SERVICES
53. General Services
54. Home Improvements
55. Bus. Opportunities
56. Training Courses

EMPLOYMENT
57. Help Wanted
58. Careers
59. Child Care
60. Health Care
61. Employment Wanted
62. Students For Hire

ANNOUNCEMENTS
63. Coming Events
64. Craft & Flea Markets
65. Happy Ads
66. Cards of Thanks
67. In Memoriam
68. Death/Funerals

Thunder Bay’s Source reserves the right

to classify ads under appropriate

headings and to set rates therefore and to

determine page locations.

Thunder Bay’s Source reserves the right

to revise, edit, classify or reject any

advertisement and to retain any answers

directed to the Box Reply Service, and to

repay the Customer the sum paid for the

advertisement and box rental.

Box replies on "Hold" instructions not

picked up within 10 days of expiry of an

advertisement will be destroyed unless

mailing instructions are received. Those

answering Box Numbers are requested

not to send originals of documents to

avoid loss.

All claims of errors in advertisements must

be received by the Publisher within 3 days

after the first publication. No refund if ad

is cancelled before expiry date.

Thunder Bay’s Source reserves the right

to increase prices with 30 days written

notice. 

tbClassifieds

Shingles
Metal Roofing

Gutters
We welcome 

Repairs
FREE ESTIMATES

CALL 1-807-

For your daily news visit www.tbnewswatch.com 1 5T h u r s d a y ,  J u l y  9 ,  2 0 2 0

No refunds on cancellations.

Up to 20
words

784 Memorial Ave. (Next to McDonalds) 3440784

30% OFF 
ALL Dulux Brand 
Paints & Stains

Sale ends July 11th

- CARPET - BLINDS - FLOORING
- WALLPAPER - PAINT - DECOR

Locally owned & operated to serve you better!

Inquires
Mon.-Fri. 8:30am - 5pm
call 346-9222 or visit
www.dawsonprop.com

ONLY
$1999

Includes photo 

and up to 40 words. 

(additional words 25¢)

Let us deliver 

your special an

nouncement 

to over

40,000 people!

H
A
P
P
Y
 A

D
S

plus tax

$ TOP DOLLAR PAID $

DAN’S EMERGENCY
ROAD SERVICE

767-3818

For Scrap Vehicles

WANTED

$CASH$
On the spot for your scrap

cars, trucks, vans and SUV's.
Same day pick-up with CASH.

Call Marcel 
6247242 or 6260161

Looking for
Tree Removal?

Fast, Safe & Efficient
With Our Unique 34” wide

100ft reach man-lift, we cut
higher than anybody in town.

626 3542

 
 

 

A Gift In 
Remembrance
www.sjftb.net/memorial

768-4411

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLES

small ads can
CATCH

ATTENTION
call the tbSOURCE

at 346-2600

941 Simpson St, Thunder Bay (807) 622-4349

DIRECT CABINETS

• Quality wood • Ready to assemble 

• Kitchen & Bathroom • Vanity Cabinets-oak, birch and maple

• PLUS vanity tops in granite  and cultured marble

• Largest Stock in town
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